Ocsid Technologies
Ocsid Technologies aims for best quality and service for its customers, we provide service in
a competitive prices and the price is listed below

Websites Development:
1) Shared Site Development
 Shared Domain Name
 2 E-mail IDs
 1-3 static pages
 First year free maintenance
 Free Hosting for first year
 24/7 uptime guaranteed

Price: 1499 INR

2) Economical Website
 Domain Name registration
 2 E-mail IDs
 1-6 static pages
 First year free maintenance
 Free hosting for first year
 24/7 uptime guaranteed

Price:2999 INR

3) Mid Range Website
 Domain Name registration
 5 E-mail IDs
 1-25 static pages
 1-9 dynamic pages
 1 GB Data Space
 Free hosting for first year
 6 months free maintenance
 24/7 uptime guaranteed

Price:19999* INR

4) High Level Website
 Domain Name registration
 Unlimited E-mail IDs
 Unlimited static pages
 Unlimited dynamic pages
 Up to 10 GB Data Space
Price: Request for Quote
 Free hosting for first year
 24/7 uptime guaranteed
 All types of extra features and specific designing

Stand Alone Application Development:
The cost of an Application cannot be determined with its functionalities and appearances
and we believe that Ocsid provides the economical and the best application its arena.
Our Variety of Products will give you a clear idea of Ocsid Portfolio:

1) School Management System
It’s a complete solution for small and medium scale schools to manage whole
school data in a single system which is easy to use and user friendly which is built
based on the education system in Karnataka and must buy product for all the
schools to make administration easy

2) Retail Management System
RMS(Retail Management System) the name itself suggest what the application is
all about and the application has complete feature which a small and medium
scale shops and showrooms need to print their invoice and track all the invoices,
No extra knowledge is required to use the software just a basic knowledge of
operating a computer is enough to use the software

3) Bulk E-mail Sending software
A web based application used to send mails to groups or group of contacts. It can
be used to advertise your company or send newsletters, articles and updates to
your customers or clients, inbuilt HTML Editor and Attachment insertion as an
added advantage; it is complete user friendly software which can also be used for
marketing purpose. This can also be used without hosting which is a special
feature

4) Bulk SMS Sending Software
Send thousands of SMS to any telephone number across India through this
software just by connecting a modem or a mobile phone to it. Application comes
with loaded features like contacts and groups creation and send to groups, black
list, flash message and a special option which resumes automatically after 100
messages and allows you to change the sim card or modem if required, it is
complete user friendly software which can also be used for marketing purpose.
5) Library Management System
The complete solution to manage any library from school libraries to district large
public Libraries which has all the feature like Add/ Edit/ Delete books, Register
user and Members, Track books. It is not a software application but an Embedded
App with RFID and Barcode Embedded to it which makes the task easier and
reduces almost 70% work load of a librarian.
Embedded Systems
1) Home Security Systems
‘Abhay’ is a home security system which keeps your house safe from thieves and
other intrusions and also protects you from accidental hazards like gas burst, earth
quake etc and it is must have security system for any house irrespective your
residing location either it is a busy city or a remote place , your safety is first,
prevention is better than cure and we are up to prevent your house from danger

Web Applications
1) Visitor Management System- visit www.ovms.ocsidgroup.com for demo
2) Online hotel management system- visit www.hms.ocsidgroup.com for demo
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